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1. Introduction. A regular loop in the oriented plane is a closed curve that can

be parametrized by a regular map from the oriented circle. The curve has a con-

tinuous nonvanishing vector(2).

A regular homotopy is a continuous one-parameter family of regular loops, for

which the tangent fields also vary continuously with the time parameter. As such,

a regular homotopy can be represented by a map from an annulus. If this map is

differentiable of class C1, its Jacobian will never vanish with rank less than one.

If the Jacobian does not vanish at all, it is called a monotone regular homotopy, or

monotopy for short. The sign of the Jacobian gives the orientation of the monotopy

as an immersion of the annulus.

The tangent winding number of a regular loop is the topological degree of the

tangent field. Two regular loops of like tangent winding number are regularly

homotopic. It is the purpose of this paper to construct a regular homotopy between

two such loops, which is the succession of two oppositely oriented monotopies.

Such a homotopy can be thought of as a folded immersion of an annulus, whose

single fold occurs along an intermediate regular loop.

A regular loop is normal if it has but a finite number of simple intersection

points. A simple intersection point, or node, has two preimages on the circle, and

the two tangents of the loop at this point are independent. The normal loops form

a dense-open (generic) subspace of the space of regular loops under the conventional

CMopology.

It is first shown that a regular loop is monotopic to a normal loop. The combina-

torial theory of C. J. Titus is employed to keep track of a succession of signed

detours that eventually modify this normal loop to a canonical normal loop proper

to the tangent winding number class of the original loop. The detours do not change

the tangent winding number.

Next is shown how two canonical normal loops of like tangent winding number

are to be detoured to a common normal loop. An ancillary construction shows how

a detour of a loop that terminates a monotopy modifies the monotopy to terminate
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(2) The definitions will be made precise and the assertions will be proved presently.
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on the detoured loop, provided the detour and the orientation of the monotopy

have the same sign.

In summary then, given two regular loops of like tangent winding number, each

is monotopic to a normal loop. For each of these two normal loops there is a suc-

cession of detours ending in the common loop. If in each succession the detours are

all compatible with the respective monotopy, then both original regular loops are

monotopic to this common loop. Attempting to avoid detours incompatible with

the normalizing monotopy complicates matters. Instead, observing that the arc of a

loop that is replaced by a detour itself constitutes a detour of the new loop, (of

opposite sign), a simple operator calculus on detours allows the reassembly of all

the detours into two new successions, each now being compatible with the re-

spective monotopies. Combining these two monotopies back to back yields the

required folded monotopy.

The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor Charles J. Titus of the

University of Michigan for suggesting the possibility of the Folded Ribbon

Theorem and for his encouragement during the discovery of its proof. I am

particularly indebted to him for suggesting the trick that filled the last gap, the case

of tangent winding number zero.

2. Preliminaries. For two real numbers a < b, let [a, b] denote the closed inter-

val from a to b. Let <a, ¿»> denote the open interval, to distinguish this from the

ordered pair (a, b). A continuous map

g:[a,b]^R2:x->g(x)

from the interval to the oriented Euclidean plane will be called a curve. It is a loop

if g(a)=g(b). A smooth curve has a continuous first derivative g'(x); for a smooth

loop, also g'(a)=g'(b). The curve is said to be piecewise smooth if it is smooth at all

but a finite number of parameter values. At such a value x, the curve is required to

have a left and a right derivative g'(x—0) and g'(x + 0). A (piecewise) smooth curve

is (piecewise) regular if the (left and right) derivative does not vanish anywhere. The

continuous transverse vector field along g, obtained by rotating each tangent g'(x)

through ninety degrees clockwise, is denoted by gL(x). A regular loop is generally

considered as an immersion of the based, oriented circle S1, parametrized between

0 and 27T. As such, the interval [0, 2tt] will also be considered as the principal

domain of a periodic, point valued function. This way, explicit discussion of the

situation at the end points of this domain, corresponding equally to the base point

of the circle, can be dispensed with.

The image [g] of a (piecewise) regular curve g has a node at x if there is another

parameter value x*=£x, so that g~1g(x) = {x, x*}, g is smooth at x and x*, and the

tangents g'(x) and g'(x*) are independent. There is a corner at x if g ~ xg(x) = {x}, and

g'(x — 0), g'(x + 0) are independent. A piecewise regular curve is piecewise normal

if it has a finite number of nodes and corners, and for the remaining points g~ 1g(x)

={x}, g'(x—0)=g'(x+0)=g'(x). The adjective "piecewise" is dropped in the
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absence of corners; the adjective "simple" is added in the absence of nodes.

Occasional use will be made also of loops that map the base point of S1 to a corner

°f [g]- On a few occasions, a normal curve g[a, b] is permitted to start or end with a

transverse self intersection, called a tee.

For various purposes, regular loops are endowed with a right transverse field

g : S1 -> F2\{0}. The determinant, written det (#(x), g'{x)), is positive for all x.

If no such field, called a fringe, is specified, the field g1 can be used. The three data,

g, g, and g' are collected in a triple of column vectors, called a frame, written

dg=[g,g,g'l
Let the closed oriented disc D1 be provided with polar coordinates {t, x); the

radial parameter t ranges over the extended real line [-co, +00]. The cylinder

[a, b]xS1 identifies with the subannulus of D1, given by aStSb. Because the

Cartesian plane R2{t, x) covers the open punctured disc with periodicity 2n in x,

maps from circles and annuli shall also be considered as maps originating in

R2{t, x), periodic in the x parameter. The two principal vectors BF/dt and ôF/dx,

of a map F: R2 -> F2, define the Jacobian determinant JF: R2 -+ R1 and the frame

8F= [F; BFjBt, BFjBx]. On a closed domain, a differentiable function is assumed to

be extendable to a small open neighborhood.

A differentiable homotopy between two regular loops g¡, i= ± 1, is a Cx-map

G:[-l, +l]xS1^R2:G{i,x) = gi{x),       i= ±1.

If G is C° in t, but C1 in x, with 8G{t, x)/3x^0, then G is a regular homotopy,

[10]. It is a positively oriented monotone differentiable homotopy, or monotopy for

short, from g_i to g+x if

(Ml) JG{t, x)>0, all t and x,

(M2) BG(i, x) = dgi(x) for all x, i= ±1.

A homotopy G is a negative monotopy from g_x to g+x if the map G*(t,x) =

G(—t,x) is a positive monotopy from g+1 to g.x. Observe that for a negative

monotopy dG{i, x)/dt= — gi(x), i= ± 1. This asymmetry in the definition is promp-

ted merely by a desire to keep the fringe of a regular loop to its right. By the inverse

function theorem, monotopies are locally univalent (one-to-one) maps of an annu-

lus. A positive monotopy is a special form of a differentiable increasing homotopy

as defined by Titus in [7]. It is also an a-boundary as defined by Marx in [3]. A

C^-regular map, globally univalent on its domain, is an embedding (diffeomorph-

ism).

The tangent winding number, TWN(g), of a regular loop g is the topological

degree of the map

S1-+S1:x-»g'ix)l\g'ix)\.

Because degree is a homotopy invariant, it follows that a regular homotopy

preserves the TWN. The converse of this is the Whitney-Graustein Theorem [10].
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This paper presents a constructive proof, independent of Graustein's, of a stronger

converse :

Theorem. For two regular loops gt, i= ±1, of like TWN, there always is a regular

loop go and two monotopies H{ from g¡ to g0 of like sign equal to sgn (TWN ± %). The

composition of the first with reverse of the second monotopy is called a folded mono-

topy.

Remark 1. Note that TWN=0 belongs to both cases. For TWN=1 two con-

centric circles are monotopic. Not so for two circles of disjoint interiors ; yet each

is monotopic to a circle surrounding both of them. It suffices to establish the

theorem for TWN ̂  0. For, let TWN(g() S 0, set ht(x)=gt(- x) and fit(x) =-gt(-x).

Then TWN(«¡) = -TWN(g¡)- If //¡ are the two monotopies furnished for «¡, then

Gj(r, x)=Hi(t, —x) serve for the g¡.

Remark 2. General position arguments and covering homotopy theory apply,

under more generous differentiability conditions, to establish a monotopy between

two regularly homotopic C3-immersions of a finite dimensional compact, boundary-

less C°°-manifold into a Cœ-manifold of at least two dimensions higher. In co-

dimension one, it follows under these circumstances, from the work of Poenaru [5]

that a regular homotopy can be approximated by one that is a succession of op-

positely oriented monotopies. Such a so-called pseudo-immersion of the cylinder

over the source possesses an indefinite number of folds. Attempts to reduce the

number of folds of a given pseudo-immersion abstractly have failed so far even

in the simplest context dealt with here.

Remark 3. The methods and constructions developed in this paper are meant to

be quite elementary. The geometric constructions in §§3 and 6 could serve as an

introduction to Poenaru [5]. Parts of §4 also extend to higher dimensions. §5

reviews and extends the combinatorial theory of normal immersions of the circle

developed by Titus [6], [8]. No analogue of the intersection sequence for a normal

immersion of a higher dimensional manifold is presently available. Results in this

study have found application in Verhey [9] and Marx [3]. A simple application is

found at the end of §7.

3. Monotopies.   The goal of this section is to demonstrate the following

Proposition 1. A regular loop is monotopic to a normal loop arbitrarily close by.

This is an application of Whitney's result [10], that the normal loops constitute

a generic subclass in the space of regular loops. Since the domain of a regular loop

is compact,

\\gi-go\\ = max{\gx(x)-g0(x)\, \g'x(x)-g'0(x)\, \gx(x)-gQ(x)\}
xes1

provides the space of C1-regular loops with a topology. A subset that is both dense

and open in this topology is called generic.
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Define a regular loop gx to be (right) parallel to a regular loop g0 if

minimum   det(gx(x)-g0(x),g'{(x)) > 0.
xaSM-0,1

The loop gx is left parallel to g0, if g0 is right parallel to gx. This condition will be

shown to suffice for two loops to be monotopic. Clearly, it is not a necessary

condition. The property is also C^stable, in the sense that a loop gx sufficiently

close to gx is still parallel to g0-

The continuous fringe g0 will be used to thicken g0 to a one-parameter family

gr of loops parallel to gQ, for r sufficiently small and positive. Because the normal

loops are dense, there is a normal approximation to one of these nearby loops,

which is still parallel (and so, monotopic) to g0.

Lemma 1. If g x is right parallel to g0, then the map

H(t,x) = (l-t)g0(x) + tgx(x)

is a C1-map with positive Jacobian for 0 5= / ¿ 1.

Proof. /„(/, x)-(l-f) det (gx(x)-g0(x), g'0(x)) + tdet (gx(x)-g0(x), g'x(x)). For

a fixed x, J„(t, x) is a linear function in t between two positive values.   |

Suppose /: F1 -+ F1 is continuous. Consider the following one-parameter

averaging operators on/:

Atf(x) = Af(t,x)=\ C+tf(s)ds,
2Jx-t

Mtf(x) = Mf(t,x) = $(f(x + t)+f(x-t)),

Atf(x) = A,(t, x) = i(f(x+t)-f(x-t)).

Then A, is continuously differentiable in both x and t with

ôAr/8t = M,   and   ôAf/8x = A,.

Iff is periodic (or has compact support) then for all t and x

min/ £ Mf = max/
X X

and if both t and f(x) are nonnegative then

t min/ ^ Atf ^ / max/
X X

At r=0, ^o/=0=Ao/and M0f=f all x. Hence, by uniform continuity, |A,/(x)| is

uniformly small for small |/|.

Under the hypothesis of Lemma 1, //can be considered as a CMmmersion of the

vertical strip: 0 = r^ 1, in the (t, x)-plane, periodic in x. Moreover, it is possible to

lift the transverse fields gt, i'=0, 1, to periodic vector fields w, along the verticals

t=i, i=0, 1, in the domain of H. If K now is a ^-automorphism of this vertical

strip (of the same period in x), with the property that ôK(i, x)ldt = Wi(x), then the
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composition H o K is the required monotopy from g0 to gx. The problem of

constructing a suitable K reduces further to the following :

Lemma 2. Let

w{x) =
u{x)

Ax)

be aperiodic vector field along and transverse to the ordinale axis r = 0 in the {t, x)-

plane. There is a C1-map F: [0, 1] x F1 -> [0, 1] x F1 o/ the same period in x, with

positive Jacobian, and satisfying the boundary conditions:

8F(0, x)
u{x)

v{x)
and   8F{1, x) =

Proof. For a small and positive parameter m, let z: [0, 1] -> [0, 1] be a C2-

smooth bump function with the properties: z(0) = 0, z'(0)=l, increasing mono-

tonically to its sole maximum at z(\) = m, then decreasing monotonically through its

only inflection point z"(|)=0, until z(l)=z'(l)=0, and all the while from \ to 1,

-3m S z'(t) ^ 0.

The frame of the function F, given as follows

l-z'(t) + z'(t)MzU)u(x)
8F(t, x) =

t-z(t) + AM)u(x)

_x + AM)v(x)

reduces at the extremes to

TO   u(x)

z'(t)MM)v(x)

A3(i)w(x)

1 +Amv(x)

BF{0, x) =
v{x)

and    3F(l,x)
1

0

From the transversality of the periodic field w it follows that 0 < u# = min u{x)

^max u(x) = u#, and that there is a positive v# with \v{x)\ áy#. Consider the entry

N{t, x)=l—z' + z'Mzu in the Jacobian of F Over the first half interval of t, z'^0

and N^ 1 — z' + z'w#. This lower bound is, for h##1, a monotone function between

its extremal values 1 and w#. Hence N is positive, bounded below by min {1, w#}.

(This bound also works for u# = 1.) Over the second half time interval, — 3«i ^ z' ^ 0,

hence A/5:1— 0 — 3mu#. Consequently, if the initial choice of m (and z) insured

that m< l/6w#, then over the entire time A/^min {^, u#}.

The upper right entry of the Jacobian can be bounded |A2w| <min {^, u#}j9v# by

restricting the initial choice of m, say by mx. Because \Mzv\ ̂ v#, this leads to the

inequality

|z'ATsüA2u| ^ min {^, w#}/3.

Finally, pick some m2 small enough, so that l4-A2y^|. Collecting all three con-

ditions, had m originally been chosen as min {mx, m2, l/6w#}, then

JF = (1 +Azv)N-z'MzvAzu ^ min {\, u#}¡6 > 0.    |
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Lemma 3. Ifgx is parallel to g0 and loop gt is sufficiently close to gt, i=0, I, then

gx is parallel to g0.

Proof. Set hi=gi—gi. Computation shows that det(gx-g0,gi) expands to the

sum of four determinants :

det (gx-go, g'ù + àet (gx~g0, h'J + det (hx-h0, g¡') + det («i-«o, K).

In each of the latter three, at least one factor is bounded in absolute value while its

other factor goes to 0 with ||«(|| -> 0.    |

Lemma 4. The map G(t, x)=g(x)+Atg(x) is regular with positive Jacobian for t

sufficiently small, and SG(0, x) = dg(x). Further, each loop gr(x) = G(r, x) is parallel

to go, for r small enough and positive.

Proof. Ja = det(Mtg,g'+Atg). Let min det (g,g')=k>0. Then JG(0,x)^k for

all x. Being continuous in /, Ja(t, x) ^ kß for 111 < ru some appropriately small and

positive rx. Moreover, it is possible to specify an r2 so that for 2|f—x\ <r2,

det(g(0,g'(x))>kß.

Because

det (A&x), g'(x)) = \ £*' det (g(i), g'(x)) d£,

it is bounded below by tkß, for 0<r^min {ru r2}. Next, let \Atg\<kl(3 max \g\)

for |r|<r3.

Finally, for 0< t^r=min {r1; r2, r3},

det (gt-g, g[) = det (Atg, g'+Atg)

^ det (Atg,g')-\Atg\ \Atg\

= rkß-r max \g\(kß max |g|) = rk/6 > 0,

and det (gt—g, g') = r/V/2 > 0. Consequently, gt is parallel to g0 for all 0< r=r.    |

Lemma 5. Let & be a class of loops dense in the class of regular loops. Then for

each regular loop g there is a loop g in ¡F which is close and monotopic to g.

Proof. As in Lemma 4, find 0<r sufficiently small so that gr=g+Arg is parallel

to g and || g—gT\\ < e/2. By Lemma 3 and the assumed density of ^, there is a loop g

in so close to gT that it is still parallel to g, and yet || g—g\\ < e.   |

Proof of Proposition 1. As already mentioned, the normal loops are dense

among regular loops. Apply Lemma 5.

4. Detours and modifications. The purpose of this section is to make rigorous

the visually intuitive idea of taking the normal loop [g] in hand, and pulling a

piece of it into a new and more favorable position in the target. If sufficient care is

taken to move the piece consistently to the "right of itself", such a "deformation"

defines a modification of any monotopy terminating with [g], to one that terminates
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with the new position. The essential part of the proof of the main theorem is a

catalogue of such deformations that eliminate all but the absolutely necessary

self-intersections. The proof of the theorem for such canonical loops is relatively

easy.

Let [a, b] be a parameter interval of a regular loop g on which it is univalent. A

simple detour d, of g, with support [a, b], is a CMiffeomorphism (with a continuous

fringe â ad libitum) satisfying the following three properties :

(Dl) The target set [d] u g[a, b] is a closed Jordan loop.

(D2) 8d(a) = 8g(a) and 8d(b) = 8g(b).

(D3) There is assigned to the pair (d, g) a signature

sgn (d, g) =    lim   sgn det (d'(x), g'(x)),
x->a + 0

=    lim   sgn det (g'(x), d'(x)).
X-.6-0

Proposition 2. Let G: [-1, 0] x S1 -> F2 be a positive monotopy with 8G(0, x)

= 8g{x), and d a positive detour o/ g. 1/ dg represents the loop dg{x) = d{x) far

x e supp (d), and dg{x)=g{x)/or x e S*\supp {d), then there is a modified monotopy

dG such that 8dG{0, x) = 8dg{x).

The idea of the proof is to replace G restricted to a diffeo-disc in the domain, on

which G is univalent and whose boundary contains the support of the detour, by a

diffeomorphism that now has [d] on the boundary of its image. The principal step

is a strong Schoenflies result that fills in a disc, while respecting the given boundary

data up to first order.

Lemma 6. The class of real analytic regular ¡oops is dense in the space of C1-

regular loops. The class of C1-embeddings of the circle into the plane is open in the

space of regular loops.

Proof. Both of these are particular examples of well-known folk theorems. For

primitive, self-contained proofs see author's thesis [1].    |

Lemma 7. Let f be a simple fringed loop. There is a Cx-diffeomorphism F: D1 -*■ R2

with8F\Bdy D1 = 8f

Proof. Direct application of the Riemann Mapping Theorem does not guarantee

concordance with the given frame 8/ on the boundary. Without loss of generality,

assume [/] is oriented counterclockwise and D1 has radius 3. Combining Lemma 5

with Lemma 6, there is a monotopy F3 : [2, 3] x S1 -*■ F2 with 8F3{3, x) = 8/{x),

and h{x) = F3(2, x) is a simple analytic loop fringed with 3F3(2, x)j8t. The Riemann

Mapping Theorem provides for a univalent analytic map 77 from the disc of radius 2

to the Jordan domain enclosed by [«]. Since « is analytic, this CMiffeomorphism

extends to one from the closed disc, albeit with a differing boundary loop k, where

nevertheless [&] = [«]. But k(x) = H(2, x) differs from « by a ^-regular reparamet-
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rization  r-.S^S1  with   H{2, r{x)) = h{x),  and  r'{x)>0.   Let  z{t) = {2-t)x +

(f — l)r(x) for 1 ̂ r^2. Then the map H{t, x) = H{t, z{t, x)) has Jacobian

,        , J8H   8H8z   8H8z\ _ 8z
JR - det \j¡+te Jt'-ëx-^J-Jt Jh-

But 8zj8x={2 — t) + {t— \)r'{x), which is, for each x, a linear function between two

positive values. The domain of x is compact, and therefore TT has positive Jacobian.

Thus TT, as a map of the annulus, can also be considered as a CMmmersion of the

vertical strip 1 ̂  t S 2 in the {t, x)-plane, periodic in x. By the argument preceding

Lemma 2, it is possible to modify TT to F2: [1, 2] x S1 -*■ R2, so that 8F2(l,x)

= 377(1, x), and SF2(2, x) = 8h(x). Set F1=77|unit disc, and define F(t, x) = Fi(t, x)

for i—lútúi, i = l, 2, 3. It remains to see that F is globally univalent on the disc.

Because JF > 0, the winding number of [/] about any point Q in the interior of [F]

satisfies the following chain of equalities :

Cardinality F-^ô) =    2    sSnMP)

= Degree (F, Q)

= degree(s^S1:x^ï^|)

= TWN(/)

= +1.

The first and fifth equality hold by hypothesis. The second is one of several equiva-

lent definitions of topological degree, the third is a standard theorem in degree

theory, and the fourth is Hopfs classical result [2].

Proof of Proposition 2. In the service of simplicity, assume in the hypothesis of

the proposition that the support of the detour is [a, b] with 0 < a < b< 2tt. Let G be

considered an immersion of the vertical strip in the Cartesian source plane. See

Figure 1. Let the unit disc D1, with bounding circle S1, be parametrized with polar

coordinates (/, s). Since g is presumed univalent on [a, b], G is also univalent on the

rectangular piece [—e, 0] x [a—e, b + e] for e chosen sufficiently small and positive.

Inside this region construct a simple smooth arc C, connecting points (0, a) to

(0, b) such that C together with supp {d) enclose the Jordan domain Q smoothly.

Let y : S1 -*■ Bdy Q be a regular parametrization with frame

TO    1   01
0    1

8y{s) = for a < s < b.

and let y{s) occupy C for the remaining values of s. Extend the fringe already

specified on [a, b] to y on all of [y]. By Lemma 7, y extends to a diffeomorphism

Y:D^->Q.
On the other hand, the simple loop in the target, consisting in [d] together with

G{C), can be parametrized by a map r¡ : S1 -*> F2, with 8r¡{s) — 8d{s) for i e supp {d),
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C

(0,6)

H,v

Figure 1

and drj(s) = d(G °y)(s) otherwise. Again by Lemma 7, r¡ extends to the diffeo-

morphism H from the disc to the Jordan domain enclosed by fa]. Finally, setting

dG(t,x)=HoF~\t,x) on Q, and dG(t, x) = G(t,x) otherwise, completes the

demonstration.    |

In practice, only piecewise normal detours will be explicitly constructed. Careful

smoothing of the corners (so as not to alter the character of the detoured loop) will

henceforth be self-understood. In the definition of a piecewise normal detour, only

(D2) must be altered so as to allow for tees to happen at g(a) and g(b) :

(D'2) d(a) = g(a),       d(b) = g(b).

Of course (D3) now becomes more manageable if it is restated at the limits as

(D'3)        0 # sgn det (d'(a), g'(a)) = sgn det (g'(b), d'(b)) = sgn (d, g).

Compound detours. Suppose dx is a simple detour of g, and d2 is a simple detour

of dxg. From all the possibilities, only three will be of interest in this paper.

(C+) The supports of the two detours are disjoint.

In this case the sum dx + d2 is said to detour g, with (dx + d2)g = d2(dxg) and

supp (</i + i/2) — supp (dx) u supp 04)- Additive notation for this case, serves to

emphasize the commutativity of detours with disjoint supports.

(Cx) Either supp (¿/2)c supp (dx) or supp (d2) => supp (dx), and sgn (d2, dxg)

= sgn (dx,g).

In these two cases, the product d2dx acts on g, with support the larger of the two

supports. Of course, if the second alternative holds, (d2d1)g=d2g.
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One last formalism is designed to abbreviate "g restricted to supp (d)". Denote

by d* the detour of dg that g|supp (d) constitutes. Evidently supp (rf*) = supp (d),

[g*]=g(supp d), while sgn (d*)= —sgn (d). The detour d* acts as an inverse of d,

in the sense that (d*d)g=g itself.

A formal expression ®, made up of a finite number of permissible sums and

products of simple detours is called a monotone compound detour if all component

detours have the same sign. If these are of mixed sign, the compound is mixed.

Proposition 3. Suppose G-x: [— 1, 0] x S1->-F2 is a monotopy from g-x to h,

® is a compound detour of h with ®« = /c, and that G+1: [0, +l]x,S,1->F2 is a

monotopy from k to g+ x.

(A) If'S) is monotone and all three signs are the same, then g-X is monotopic to

g+i-

(B) If% is mixed and the monotopies are of unlike sign, then g-x is fold-monotopic

tog+x-

Proof. (A) Repeated application of Proposition 2 (in "parallel" for sums, in

"series" for products) gives a modified monotopy lùG^x from #_,_ to k. But

S®G_i(0, x) = dk(x) = dG+1(0, x). Therefore

G: [-1, +1] x S1 -> R2: G(t, x) = ®G_iO, jc)   for -1 = / = 0,

= G+1(t,x)      forO = t = +1,

serves as monotopy from g_i. to g+1.

(B) Without loss of generality, assume G_! is a positive monotopy. Then G+1

is a negative monotopy. By definition, then, the positive monotopy G*(t, x)

= G+1(l — t, x) takes g+1 to k. The legitimacy of the compound allows the re-

association of® into the sum of two monotone compounds, CD+ + eS>~, one posi-

tive, the other negative. That <£> + G-x is a positive monotopy from g_x to go = e£>+«

is clear. Now (£>~go = k, because ® = ®++'3)-. If®* represents the compound

obtained by inverting each component of 1>-, then it follows that r£>*k=g0.

Therefore ®*G* is a positive monotopy from g+1 to g0. Consequently,

(%*G*)*(t, x) = ®*G*(1 -t, x)

is a negative monotopy from g0 to g+1- The required fold-monotopy is given by

G(r, x) = ® + G_ x(t, x) for -1 á <á¡0, and G(r, jc) = (fD*G*)*(/, jc) for 0 = r ̂  +1.   |

5. The intersection sequence. In this section the combinatorial description of a

normal loop is developed. Recall that a normal loop g is a smooth immersion

of the based, oriented circle into the plane, having a finite number of simple,

transverse self-intersections, called nodes. It is often more convenient to regard g

as an immersion of the interval [0, 2tt] with dg(0) — 8g(2Tr). The starting point

g(0)=g(2Tr), is most conveniently chosen on the boundary of the unbounded

complementary component of [g]. The start is counted among the nodes as an
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honorary initial member of the intersection sequence. With the obvious modifica-

tions, the combinatorial descriptions given below adapts equally well to a piece-

wise normal loop having a finite number of corners. Such a piecewise normal loop

will happen naturally, in this paper, as a subloop (the starting point is a corner),

or as a detoured loop (the detour has a finite number of corners).

The intersection sequence W{g), of a (piecewise) normal loop g is a finite, totally

ordered set of indices, say {0, 1, 2,..., «}, assigned to the nodes of [g] as follows :

(Wl) The starting point of g is denoted by 7V0.

(W2) Following the orientation of [g], Nx is the first node encountered.

(W3) The remaining nodes are numbered consecutively, skipping those already

assigned a number.

To each node A7*, there are two parameter values 0 ^ x'k < xk ̂  2tt. The kth subloop

is the map gk=g\[x'k, xk]. This subloop inherits its parametrization from g. Evi-

dently go=g itself. The order on the indices of W{g) is just the numerical order of

the left end points of the domain intervals of the subloops.

Suppose 0Si<jen in W{g). Already, x'i<x'j<x" and xi<x". So there are

precisely three possible locations for x", which determine one of three exclusive

relations between / and/':

{i^j) read i contains j, if x't < x) < x" < x¡,

{i 17) read i disjoins j, if x¡ < x¡ <x',<x",

(1L7) read i left links j, if x[ < x'j < x" < x"¡.

It follows that 0=/, for all /*>0. Moreover, if W¡ = {i |/'2i'}, then  Ws is the

intersection sequence W{g¡). W0 = W{g) itself. By abuse of language, relations

predicated of indices will also be predicated of the corresponding subloops and

nodes.

An intersection sequence W{g) is said to be properly nested if the relation (/L/)

never obtains in W. A subloop g¡ is internally linked if Wj is not properly nested.

It is externally linked, if/' links in W, but for no proper subloop k of j,j^>k, is k

linked in W. A properly nested intersection sequence W, can be represented by a

simply connected plane graph {tree graph) under the transitive relation 3. Con-

ventionally, 0 is set at the top and the indices are read from left to right. The depth

of an index i in a properly nested W is the number of segments in the unique

graph-path from i to the initial index 0. If both relations L and | are null in W, W

is a chain, and the relation => is here redundant with <. See the example in §7.

Directing attention to the topology of the image [g], a subloop gk is said to be

exterior if

(XI) for k=0, the starting point g{0) = No lies on the closure of the unbounded

complementary component of [g], Clos Cœ [g],

(X2) for k ̂ 0, the points g{x'k — £) and g{x"k + f) lie in Cx [gk] for all $ sufficiently

small and positive.

A loop satisfying (XI) is traditionally said to start outside.

There is a canonical properly nested subsequence of essential indices, EW of W.
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Its members are discovered as follows :

(El) The initial index 0 is essential.

(E2) If i'o is essential, then /'1 = min {j \ i'o^y'} is essential;

(E3) and ik+1 = min {j \ i0 s»y" and ik \ j} is essential, for k = 1, 2, 3,..., however

many such so called principal subindices of z0 there are under i0.

Observe that for q essential, EWq =Wqn EW. The reducedsubloop corresponding

to i'o is the closed Jordan loop(3)

r-l

[glh] = g[x'no), *i'<i>] u U g[x"uk), *«fc+i>] u g[x¡w, x"H0)l
fc = i

The chief properties of EW are collected in the following

Proposition 4. If W is the intersection sequence of a normal loop g then

(A) EW is properly nested.

(B) If W is already properly nested, the EW= W.

(C) If g starts outside, then every essential index is also exterior.

(D') If g starts outside and W is not properly nested, there is at least one essential

subloop i'o that is externally linked,

(D") any such linking of iQ occurs on the reduced subloop [g/io],

(D") and if i0 is linked once, then it is linked at least twice.

Proofs. (A) Let i<j both be essential and q0 = max {k \ k essential, &2/, /<2y}.

If q0 = i, then is»/ Otherwise there are two principal indices qT\qs under q0 so that

<7r2i° and </"s2y. But in that case, x¡<x"qW<x'q{s)<x), whence i\j.

(B) Let Wbe properly nested and y in W. Ify'=0 they' is essential. Otherwise, let

z'0 = max {k \ k essential and k=>j}. Let ix,..., ir be the principals under i0. From

i'o^y follows i'i=y. If ix=j,j is essential. Otherwise, there is a A: with 4<y=ik+i.

From ikj>j follows ik\j. But theny = z'fc+1 and y is essential.

(C) Assume q0 is essential, exterior by inductive hypothesis and qk is principal

under q0. Consider the initial subarc of [g¡q0]

Lk   = ^[^9(0)7 ^a(l)] U g[Xq(X), Xqi2)] U • ■ • U g[XQ(k-X), Xq(k)].

From ?oDfc and q0 exterior, it follows that ^,(0) e CB[g,(W]. Unless qk is also

exterior, Lk must leave the unbounded, and enter a bounded complementary

component of [ga(fc)], crossing at, say, yYy. Then x'q{k) <x"¡< x"qm and either x'q(0) < x,

= x^(1) or x"qis)<x'i^,x'qis^x)- From this follows th&tqQ'=>j,jLqk and either j=qx or

j=qs+x, which cannot be by the definition of the essential indices.

(D') Suppose EWt£ IF and y is not essential. Set

i'o = max {k \ k essential and k s» y'}.

There is an s with is<j<is+x- The choice of i0 precludes /s=>y, the choice of z'5+1

precludes z's|y, hence z'sLy', and some essential index links.

(3) Here and subsequently, the typographical convention for double subscripts is used:

jc¡(r) instead of x\T.
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(D") Next, suppose q is essential, linked and of maximal depth in EW. It follows

that no proper essential subloop of gq is linked in W. A fortiori, no loop in EWq is

linked in Wq. Applying (D'), EWq= Wq, and so no proper subloop of gq is linked

in W. So any linking of q in W occurs at points of [gjq\.

(D") Suppose Nj is such a linking node on [gjq]. Because gq is exterior, it is

possible to fix an e>0 so that the points A=g{x'q — e) and B=g{x"q + e) both lie in

Cn[gq]- Let Xj be the parameter value of N¡ with x'q<Xj<x"t, and xfits partner.

From N¡e[glq] follows that exactly one of the two points C=g(xf + e') and

D=g(x* — e'), e' suitably small, lies in Cm[gq]. Removing g(x'q-e, x"q + e> u

g<x* - e', x* + e") from [g] leaves two immersed arcs, one connecting A with either

C or D, the second connecting F with the remaining point. One of these arcs

must cross [gq] on its way from the unbounded to some bounded complementary

component of the subloop. Say this happens at Nk. Since one of the parameters of

Nk is off [gq] and the other is on [gq], either kLq or qhk.   |

To complete the discussion of the intersection sequence W of a normal loop g

that starts outside, signs are attached to each index as follows :

(SO) sgn (0) = ± provided the point g(0) ± tgL(0) lies in CM [g] for all sufficiently

small t positive.

(SA:) sgn (*) = sgn det (g'(x"k), g'{x'k)).

A properly nested intersection sequence is precanonical if either ^={0, 1} and

sgn (0)= —sgn (1), or all indices of IK have the same sign. A precanonical sequence

is canonical if it is also chained. The topological equivalence class of a canonical

normal loop corresponds in a one-to-one way with the integer representing the

tangent winding number of the class. See Figure 2.

6. The normal tubular neighborhood. The device of the normal tubular neighbor-

hood facilitates the construction of those detours designed to reduce a normal loop

g to the canonical loop for TWN(g). Suppose the parameter values 0 = zo<z1

<z2< ■ ■ • <zt = 2tt are significant for g, in particular the parameter values of all

nodes (and corners) of g are among them. A small positive number e insulates g,

provided that e<(l/100) min \zk+x — zk\. Then, for example, g is univalent on any

interval of length less than 2e.

Until the remark at the end of this section, g shall be assumed to be smoothly

normal. A tubular neighborhood (tube) of g is a C1-immersion F: [-e, +e]xS1

-> F2 with F(0, x)=g{x), where e insulates g. In a sense, it is preferable to consider

TWN =

Figure 2
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a tube (F, e) as a one-parameter family of immersions of [ — e', +e'] x S1, over all

0 < e' ¿ e. The effect of letting e' -*■ 0 is to shrink the tube so close to [g] as to

minimize extraneous self-intersections of the image [F]. The additional properties

of a normal tube provide for the nicest possible self-intersection of [F] near the

nodes of [g]. Let D¡(e) denote the square source region [—e, +e]x [xt — e, xt + e],

where the ordinate of the (t, x)-plane carries the parameter of g; the values 0<Xi

< x2 < • • • < x2n < 2n are the parameters of the « nodes of [g]. (The reader is warned

not to confuse x\ or x" with xt, the last is the ith point corresponding to a node, and

not necessarily the ¿th node.) The complement J{e) = [—e, +e]x 51\lji D¡ should

be thought of as the union of thick strips, one of which contains the base point

of the circle in its interior.

Definition. A normal tubular neighborhood {T, e) is a C1-immersion

F: [-<?, +e]xS1^R2

having the following three properties :

(Tl) For all x, F(0, x)=g(x). Moreover 8T{0, x)jdt=g(x) for all, except possibly

those x e-close to an x¡.

(T2) If g{xi)=g{xj) is a node and ru is the rigid motion

ri3: Dj -*- D*: {t, Xj+s) -> (±yij, xj±ijt),

± a = sgn det {g'{x¡), g'{x¡)),

thenF3 = F|Dy = Fiorií.

(T3) Furthermore, F shall be unipotent^) on J(e) and bipotent on Q as specified

by (T2). See Figure 3.

Thus F mimics the normal loop g in most of its essential features.

(1) F is an embedding of J(e).

(2) FDi and T\Z\t are identical or disjoint, according to whether g(x^)=g(x¡) or

not.

Figure 3

(4) Recall that a map/: X-+ Y is univalent on a subset Z<=X if Cardinality/" *(z) <"> Z=\

for every zeZ.lt is unipotent on Z if Cardinality /" 1(z)=\ for all z e Z.
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(3) F is univalent on any strip [ — e, + e] x [x - e, x + e].

(4) The tube restricted to [-e', +e'] xS1 is also normal for ail 0<e'^e.

(5) TJ(e) is disjoint from every ZTJf(í).

(6) On FDi, the arc T[-e, + e]x{xt]=g[xf-e, xf+e].

The construction of a normal tubular neighborhood proceeds by a process of

welding similar to the usual C°°-welding [3], but somewhat simpler for the C1 case.

Lemma 8. Let (F¡, e¡), z'=0, 1, be two tubes ofg, and [a0, ax] a parameter interval

for g. There is a transition tube (T, e), e^min {et}, such that for x^a0, T=T0;for

a1 = x, T=TX.

Such a welding of tubes is said to occur on [a0, ax].

Proof. (A) The proof is simpler under the additional hypothesis that

8T0(0, x) = dg(x) = 8Tx(0, x).

Let z: [a0, ax] -*■ [0, 1] be a C^splice function, with 8z(ax) = [i; 0], i=0, 1, and for

a0<x<ax, 0<z<l and 0<z'. On the interval in question, set T(t, x) = (l— z(x))

■ T0(t, x) + z(x)Tx(t, x). Because 3F= (1 -z)8T0 + z8Tx + [0; 0, (T - T0)z'], it appears

that 3F(0, x) = 8g(x), hence JT(0, x) > 0. By continuity, F is an immersion for | r | = e,

e sufficiently small and positive. At the endpoints F matches up with F0 and Fj, i.e.

aF0,fl() = eFi0,a,),/=0, 1.

(B) Suppose g has two different fringes/, z'=0, 1, on [a0, ax]. Make/=/0 for

x = a0 and/=/ for axSx, while on [a0, aj, f(x) = (l -z(x))f0(x)+z(x)fx(x). If

w = min det (/, g'), i=0, l, x e [a0, ax], then m is positive. Computation reveals

that det (f g')^(l-z)m + zm = m>0 for a0<x<ax. But at the endpoints,

det(f(ai),g'(al)) = det (/¡(a,), g'(at)),

both being positive. Hence,/is also a fringe of g, fusingf0 to/ on the interval

[a0, ax].

(C) To complete the proof of the lemma, trisect the interval, a0<b<c<ax.

Set fringe/(x) = 3F¡(0, x)¡8t. Fuse/0 to/ on [b, c] as in (B). Construct the tube

T'(t,x) = g(x) + \^tif(s)ds,

valid for |í| Se', some e'. Weld F0 to T on [a0, b] and T to Tx on [c, ax] by means

of (A). The entire construction holds for some e^min {e0, elt e'}.    |

The canonical thickening of g given by

1 fx+t
S(t,x) = g(x) + 2 I _  g(s)ds,

gives a tubular neighborhood satisfying (Tl) at least (Lemma 4). At the nodes, S

must be considerably modified to assure (T2). This modification is welded into S

at each node.
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Lemma 9. Let xrfx,, g(x¡)=g(x,) be the node N of [g].

(A) The map F,: D,(e)-s- F2; (r, xj+s)-^g(xj+s)+g(x,±tit)-N is a C1-

embeddingfor e sufficiently little.

(B) Let such a T¡ be constructed for every x¡, choosing a common e. Then for e

sufficiently small, [Tt] and [Tj\ are identical or disjoint depending on whether g(xt)

=g(Xj) or not.

(C) 7« the former case F, is related to F¡ by the rigid motion rif.

Proof. For the first assertion, observe that the Jacobian of T¡ reduces to

± l} det {g'{Xi), g'{Xj)) at N. This quantity is positive. The inverse function theorem

applies. The second assertion is clear. Assertion (C) is a matter of computation.

Suffice it to point out that — (±y)« ±n.    |

If F¡ is welded to S near and on either side of x¡, it is clear that (T2) will also be

true. Specifically, choose e0 > 0, small enough to insulate [g]. Next, choose ex á e0 to

work for S; next choose e2¿ex to serve each F¡, welding S to F¡ on the intervals

[Xi-e2, Xi-$e2] and [x(+^e2, x¡ + e2]. These welds will hold for some e3^e2. Now

(T2) will still hold for e4 chosen smaller than min {\e2, e3}. For (T3), it remains to

trim the width of the tube (F, e4) so constructed. As e ->- 0, (F, e) does not cease to

satisfy (Tl) and (T2). Being an immersion, there is a point e5 < ei beyond which Fis

univalent on any strip of length and width less than 2e5.

Lemma 10. If (F, e) satisfies (Tl) and (T2) and is univalent on any [—e, +e]

x [x—e, x+e], then there is0<e'ic so that (F, e') also satisfies (T3).

Proof. Suppose e ̂  en ->- 0, so that there is a pair of source points Yñ # Yñ in

[—en, 4-eJxS1 with common image T{Yn) = T{Yñ)=Zn. In the compact target

T[—e, +e] x S1 a subsequence of {Zn} converges to Z0, whence a subsequence of

{Y£ converges to Y¿, and one of {Tn"} to To', so that F(TÓ) = 7TTÍ)=Z0. Because

en —► 0, both Y¿ and Y'¿ are on the ordinate, so Z0 lies on [g\. Then either To = To

= (0, y<s) or Z0 is a node of [g]. In the former case, there is a pair Y'n^ Y"n in

[—e, +e] x [y0 — e, y0 + e]- On this strip, however, Fis univalent. Hence the second

case obtains. Here, Tó = (0, x¡), Tó' = (0, x,), g(xi)=^(xJ)=Z0. So there is a pair with

Yn in \3i{e) and YHn in D/e). Unless r,¡(Fré)= Y"n, there would be a second distinct

point, namely the point »*;i(F¿) in DXe), having the same image as Y'¿. Again, by

univalence, this cannot be.    |

Remark. Close inspection of the method in Lemma 9 leads to an analogous

construction of a normal tubular neighborhood for a piecewise normal immersion.

Such a tube makes a unipotent corner at each of the corners of the loop.

7. Reduction to canonical form. This section is devoted to the demonstration

of the following

Proposition 5. Let g be a normal loop starting outside, with TWN{g) ^ 0.

(A) There is a mixed sum of simple detours U so that W{VLg) = EW{g).
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Figure 4

(B) There exists further, a mixed sum of simple detours 21, whose supports are

disjoint from the support of XX, so that (VL + 2t)g is precanonical.

(C) Unless TWN=0 or 1, in which case (U + 2l)g is already canonical, there is a

monotone sum 33, of simple, positive detours, with support disjoint from those ofU

and 21, so that (U + 2Í+ 93)g is canonical.

Example. A simple, but nontrivial example of the methods in this section is

given below. The reader is referred to the subsequent text for the details.

Consider the loop a, drawn in Figure 4.

The word is obtained by writing the parameter values {x'0 = 0, x[, x¡, x'¿} in their

natural order, placing sgn (/) above the symbol x'(, and -sgn (/) above x". Now

delete all but the indices and the signs, drawing the display

+ -++-+- +-++ + -+- + - +
01 23455637748862991

Thus the essential subsequence of a is given by the first tree graph in Figure 5.

G2 G3

+      +     +
5        8      9

G4

t 0

5

8

Figure 5
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ß y

Figure 6

In W(a), while 2 has interior linking at 4 and 6, 3 is exteriorily linked. The un-

linking detours of 11 are indicated in loop ß of Figure 6 as they will actually be

constructed. Loop y to its right, is topologically equivalent to ß; heavy traces

mark the detours. This topological transformation is presented for visual purposes

only, in fact; subsequent detours are added to ß. The unlinked loop has graph Gl

of Figure 5.

The 3? shaped piece determined by J and 7 in y, is detoured, as shown in loop 8

of Figure 7. The graph is now G2, its topological transform is shown to its right.

The S? shaped piece determined by 3 and \ in e, is detoured, as shown in loop I

of Figure 8. The graph is now G3, its topological transform r¡, is precanonical.

The chaining detours are indicated in 1? of Figure 9. The graph is G4. The loop t

is topologically equivalent to it, and is canonical for TWN = 4.

i

Figure 7
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Figure 8

Hosiery. The most frequently encountered detour will be one that relocates a

given node, introducing in the process temporary nodes easily located along a

normal tubular neighborhood. Let [a, b] be a parameter interval of a normal loop g

and (F, e) a normal tube of g. Since the image

T[-e, +e] x [a, b] = [T, e; a, b]

is closed, connected and bounded, T> = Bdy CX[T, e; a, b] is a Jordan loop. Sup-

pose next that g(a) is the node N of [g], with a* its other parameter value. If

b + e<a*, then

D' = T[-e, +e]x{a} = g[a*-e, a* + e]

is an arc of D and its complementary arc 7)" = Clos (D\D'), suitably parametrized,

carries a simple detour d of g with support [a* — e,a* + e] and with sign = sgn det

{g'{a), g'{a*)). The immersed arc g[a, b] lies entirely in the bounded comple-

mentary component C0D, except of course, for N on D', and possibly the point

N"=g{b) on D". This last eventuality suggests singling out two admissible cases

»

Figure 9
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Case 1. A7" is a node of [g] and a<b*<b. Here yV" e C0D.

Case 2. For every node value y, a<y<b, \b—y*\ >e.

In this latter case,

D" = T[-e, +e]x{b} = g[b*-e,b* + e]

is a subarc of D". Set Dm= 0 if Case 1 obtains. The open arc(s) D* = D\(D' u Dm)

intersects [g] at points of the form T(e',y)=g(y* + e") exclusively, where y is a

node value, with a <y<b, \e'\ = \e"\=e,y*$ [a, b]. In Case 2, D" n [g]=N" alone.

Evidently, the above construction can be performed with the roles of a and b

interchanged, in which case D' shall be g[b* — e, b* + e]. To abbreviate this con-

struction of the hose detour on [a, b], detouring the node g(c), where c is either a

or b, write

d = Hose [T, e; a, b; c].

The unlinking compound U. Let g be a normal loop, starting outside, which is not

properly nested. By Proposition 4(D), g has an exteriorily linked essential subloop

at, say, the index q. Let {y'i,y'2,... ,jm}, m = 2, be the indices that link q, in the order

of their occurrence on [gq].

In the Example, in a, q = 3, jx = 4, and y'2 = 6. (Of course, more complicated

exterior linking is possible. In loop a* of Figure 4, the subloop at 6 is a candidate

for q, withy'1 = 7,y'2=4,y'3 = 8,y'4=2.) That the two conditions for exterior linking

are necessary for the successful unlinking of an essential subloop can be inferred

from loop a** of Figure 4. Here subloop 2 is itself not properly nested. Subloop 3,

on the other hand, has its own subloop at 5 linked at 6 and 7. To unlink this loop,

two unlinking procedures have to be performed, the first on subloop 5, the second

on subloop 3.

Returning to the general case, the nodes Nm all lie on [g/q]. Let Njm=g(yk),

where x'q<yk<x"q. The partner y% £ [x'q, x"q]. Let (F, e) be a normal tube on g,

choose the decreasing sequence ek = e\k, k = 1, 2,..., m +1 ; set y'k = yx + e — ek. Call

em+i = e'- For 2 = /c^»j, let <4 = Hose [T, ek;y'k, yk; yk\ The («i-l) supports are

disjoint. The effect of the sum (d2+ ■ ■ ■ +dm)g=g is to pull the linking nodes

around [gq], stacking them up near Nja) = N'ja), in the same order. Set N'¡ik)

—g(y'k)', the nodes Nj(k) are replaced by the nodes N'Hk).

Observe, that for 2 Sp < k ^ m, [dk] crosses [g] at the points g(x* ± ek), which lie

on [á*] because ev > ek. Thus the only new nodes are the yV^. To remove these, the

piece g[yx — e, yx + e] must be detoured. Consider the Jordan loop

D = C0[g,,]nBdy[T,e';x'q,xq]

running "parallel" and inside the boundary of the bounded complementary

component of [gq] that has the node yVa on its closure, C0[gq]. Because e'<ek,

k=2,3,...,m, D meets [g] exactly once on each [dk], and then at the point

T(e", y'k), where e"= -sgn (q)e'. These points all lie on the arc

D = T{e") x [yx -e,yx + e]   of D.
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Let D" be its complementary arc, then D" n [g] = 0. To complete the construction

of the detour [dx] with support [yx — e, yx + e], join the loose ends of D" by short

transverse pieces to the corresponding ends of supp {dx). Thus dxg makes a U-turn

at yx — e, running off shore Bdy C0[g„] in the opposite direction, until it makes

another U-turn near yx + e and rejoins [g].

The (piecewise) normal loop g=dxg={dx + d2-\-\-dm)g has precisely m fewer

nodes than g: W{g)= W{g)\{jx,j2,.. .,/„}. Because EW{g) is properly nested and q

is essential, none of the removed jk were essential. Hence EW{g) = EW{g). The

supports of the detours are each close to the nodes removed. For subsequent cons-

tructions it is necessary to choose the insulation small enough to keep the subsequent

supports disjoint from those already supporting detours. This precaution will

be self understood henceforth. An inductive argument now permits the construc-

tion of IX, required for part (A) of Proposition 5.

Preparation for the next step.

Lemma 11. Let g be a properly nested normal loop. If W{g) has two indices of

unlike sign, neither of which is the initial one, then there must be two indices i </' of

unlike sign such that

(L) either i\j and they are consecutive principal indices under

q = max {k\ k=> i and k => j},

(S) or 0^i=>y andj is principal under i.

Proof. Reflection on the tree graph representation of W(g) makes this obvious. |

In fact, the strict alternative to (S) is stronger than (L). If (S) does not occur, then

(L) does, and with q = 0. The end of the next two constructions is to design a pair of

simple detours d¡ and d}, with disjoint supports close to the respective nodes N{ and

Nf, so that W((di + di)g)= W(g)\{i,j}.

The L-construction. Without loss of generality, assume that sgn (i) = +1, hence

s8n (7) = _ 1 • The curve

g[x[-e, x'i] u [gji] u g[x¡, x]] u [gjj] u g[x"i, x",+e]

which is essentially the stretch g[x\ — e,x" + e] with the subloops at i and j reduced,

has the topological shape of &.

In the example, the subloops i=3,j=l of loop y in Figure 6 displays this shape.

The detours are indicated in loop 8, Figure 7. It may as well be pointed out here that

there is no particular reason for choosing this pair. The pair 7 and 8 are also can-

didates for this reduction. The form of the detours is indicated in loop 8' of Figure

10. Subsequent to this choice, the precanonical form eventually obtained is shown

by the curve r¡' in the same figure.

Returning to the general case, Figure 11, set ek=ejk, k=l,2,3, and construct

dj = Hose [T, e3; x'{, x'¡; x'¡],       dt = Hose [T, e2; x[, x"; x"].
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nu

Figure 10

It is clear that 3, detours the piece g[x"-e3, x"+e3], pulling it around [g,], cutting

[g] at g(x'i — e3). But this point lies on g[x¡ — e2, x[ + e2], which is detoured in a

similar manner by d{. Examination of g = (dK + 3f)g, shows that, while Nt and N¡

have disappeared, new nodes appear at Xt = [dt] n [d,] = T(e3, x't + e2) and at

Xj = [di] n [g]=g(x" + e2). By replacing the T-shaped piece

T{e3) x [xi + e3,x'i + ex]UT{-e3}x [x" + e3, x'j\,

of [3¡] by the short cut, T{—ex) x [x" + e3, x'¡\, a detour d¡ is obtained, with support

[x" — e3, x"+ex]. Now [dt] n [d¡]=0 and X¡e [d?]. The construction is complete.

Figure 11
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rx/

C*

Figure 12

The S-construction. Without loss of generality assume sgn (i) = — 1. So, sgn (y)

= 4-1. The stretch g[x' — e, x"+e] with all subloops reduced, except the reduced

subloop of y,

g[x\-e, x'(] u [g/i] u [g/j] u g[x1, xl + e],

has the topological shape of y.

In the Example, on loop e of Figure 7, there is i= 1 andy'=2. The intended de-

tours are shown in loop £ of Figure 8. Again, this choice is not unique. Another

choice, i=l andy'=9, is shown by loop £" of Figure 12, with the resulting pre-

canonical shape shown to its right, t¡".

kl

W

Figure 13
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Returning to the general case, see Figure 13, set ek — e\k, k=l,2, and construct

i/i = Hose [T, ex; x[, x', — e2; x't],       dj = Hose [T, ex; x", x" — e2; x"].

The detour dx removes yV¡, but reintersects [g] at g(x'¡ - e2), which however, lies on

[3*]. Nevertheless, g = (di + 3j)g has two new nodes, both on [dt] n [d¡]. These

two points are A'i = F(e1, x'[ — ex) and X¡ = T(ex, x" + ex). Consider the Jordan loop

D = C0[ft]nBdy[r,ea ;*;,*:],

which is essentially Bdy C0[gt], shrunk inside a little ways. Let D' be that arc of D

from T(ex, x" + e2) to T(ex, x\-e2) which does not cross [d¡]. If D" is its comple-

mentary arc, and d} is 3¡ with D' replacing D" in [3j\, the [dt] n [d¡]= 0. This

completes the required construction.

Remark. It is worth noting that both detours of an S-compound have the same

sign, namely sgn (j). In an F-compound, the signs are necessarily opposite with

sgn (dt) = sgn (/) and sgn (d,) = sgn (j). Keeping track of the signs of the detours,

while not important for the purposes of this paper, has important consequences in

applications that will be given elsewhere.

Reaching precanonical form. By means of these two constructions it is possible to

reduce a properly nested loop to one, all of whose indices, save possibly the initial

one, have the same sign. If g is such that all indices of W(g)\{0} have like sign,

opposite that of 0, and if the number of nodes « = 2, the starting point can be

resigned by removing two further nodes as follows. (Recall that «=0 or 1 means

that g is already canonical.)

Without loss of generality, assume sgn (0)= — 1. The two possible situations are

illustrated by the loops in Figure 14.

Case (1^2). Reparametrize g temporarily by g(x)=g(x + x{ — e). This defines a

permutation />: W-> W so that N¡ = ÑpU) with Ñm)=g(x{-e). Observe that/»(l)

= 1. Both/»(l) and/>(2) are now principal under /»(0), but of opposite sign,

sgn(/»(l))= -sgn 0*2))= -1.

A
Case 1|2Case \=>2

Figure 14
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Performing an L-compound detour removes these two nodes, and makes the old

starting point g(0) a positive starting point. The resulting loop is canonical.

Case (112). This time reparametrize [g] to start at g(x'x + e). Then/»(2) is principal

under p(l), and they now have unlike sign, sgn (/»(1))= — sgn (p(2))= — 1. An

S-compound effects the reduction of W(g) to the precanonical form.

Chaining a precanonical loop. Let g be precanonical, with the number of nodes

« ̂  1, all having the same sign. Without loss of generality, assume these signs are all

positive. The effect of the following « positive simple detours is, this time, not to

remove nodes, but to relocate them near the starting point in a different order, so

that the resulting loop is chained.

In the Examples, precanonical loops -n, r¡', and r¡", once chained, all have the form

of t. However, the order differs: for -n, it is as indicated 9, 8, 5. For •>?', it is 9, 3, 5;

and for if, it is 2, 8, 5.

In general now, let/»: W-*■ Wbe the permutation induced by the reverse of the

numerical order of the latter endpoints of the subloop intervals

{Xi, X2, . . ., X„, X0 = 2tt}.

Then/»(0)=0 and

i3J> PÍO < />(/)>       i\J => P(J) > PÜ)-

Let (F, e) be the usual normal tube. Assign

y i = PÜ)e¡{n +1),       e¡ = e-y„       d¡ = Hose [F, e, ; y„ x'j ; x'f\.

Thus [d*]=g[x"j — e¡, x" + e}], all detours are positive, and the new node at Ñp(j)

=g{y¡) is also positive. In fact, this is the only intersection of [d,] with [g], except

possibly near a node 7V¡ where i<j. Suppose first that i^j. Because here x\ does not

belong to [0, x'¡], [d¡] crosses the segment g[x[ - e, x\ + e] at the two points g{x" ± e¡).

But et>e„ and so these crossing points lie in [d,*]. Next, suppose i\j. This time 7Vt

is a node of the curve g[0, x'j] and [d¡\ passes by N¡ picking up a corner, but no

intersection with [g]. In this case e, < e¡ and [dt] lies closer to g[0, x'{] than [d¡] does,

running "parallel" to [dt] back to near N0. In both cases, then, [dt] n [d,]= 0 for

all i,j. The Ñp(j) are the only nodes of g = {dx + ■ ■ ■ +dn)g, which is canonical.

Thus, unlinking, deleting oppositely signed subloops, possibly resigning the

starting point, and finally, chaining, establishes Proposition 5.

Remark. These constructions confirm a number of combinatorial results of

Titus [6] and Whitney [10]. In particular two are included here as examples. Let W

be the intersection sequence of a normal loop g (parametrized so as to start outside).

(1) (Whitney) TWN{g) =   2    sgn ij),

(2) (Titus) 2   sgn(7')=   2    s8n (•>')•

If d is a simple detour of g, then [d] u [d*] is a Jordan loop, and so TWN{dg)

=TWN(g). Consequently, detours do not change the tangent winding number.
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It is obvious from visual inspection that (1) is true for g a canonical loop.

Chaining a precanonical loop merely permutes the indices, without changing their

signs. Formula (1) remains true for precanonical g. Suppose, in the reduction to

precanonical form, the starting point had to be resigned. It will be recalled that this

amounted to deleting the first two nodes (their common sign was opposite that

of the starting point). Thus (1) still holds for loops, all of whose indices are of

like sign, opposite that of the starting point. In each of the L- and S-compounds,

two oppositely signed indices were delted. So (1) holds for properly nested

loops.

Finally, a closer look at the proof of (D) of Proposition 4 will verify the asser-

tion: An externally linked essential subloop is so linked, by pairwise oppositely

signed indices. Thus unlinking does not change the algebraic index sum, which

confirms (2), finishing the confirmation of (1).

8. Bridging two canonical loops. In this section it is shown how two canonical

normal loops (of the same tangent winding number) can be detoured to occupy

the same intermediate normal loop. Let gu i= ± 1, be two normal loops that ex-

hibit the following primitive properties:

(1) Both loops are canonical.

(2) They are separated, in the sense that each lies in the unbounded comple-

mentary component of the other.

(3) TWN(gf)£0,i=±l.

(4) In both cases, the starting point is outside.

This last condition permits the construction of some simple curve «, connecting the

starting points, called a bridge. The bridge is chosen so that

(B1) h : [ -1, +1 ] -> R2 is a ^-embedding,

(B2) «(0=^(0), z=±l,

(B3) sgn det («'(- 1), g'_1(0)) = sgn det (g'+1(0), h'(+l)),

(B4) [«] meets [g¡] only at the tee at g¡(0).

It is not difficult to see how the prescriptions in §6 permit the construction of a

normal tubular neighborhood (//, e), of the manifold collection [g-x] u [«]

u [g+x], with e>0 small enough for whatever purpose. The source plane is pre-

pared so, that the parameter of g-x runs north on the vertical at t= — 1, the param-

eter of h runs east on the abscissa between — 1 and +1, and the parameter of g+ x

runs south on the vertical at t= +1. Three cases are illustrated in Figure 15. They

areTWN=l,0and >1.

Case TWN = +1. Each loop is an embedded circle with positive orientation. The

tube [//] has the general shape of a dumbbell. Choose simple curves F¡ = //[— 1, +1]

x{ie}, i= ± 1, parallel to [h], with F+1 directed westward, and F_! directed east-

ward. Let [d*]=gi[—e, +e] with C, = Clos [g¡]\[d¡*]. Parametrize the curve F¡

u C_¡ u F_¡ as the simple detour hi], z'= ± 1. Then the Jordan loop C_! u F_x

U C+1 u F+i carries both curves [i/(g(].
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TWN = 1

TWN = 0

TWN = 3

Figure 15
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Case TWN=0. Each loop is an embedded figure eight with sgn (0)= -sgn (1)

= + 1 for convenience. Consider the following construction: Set e = e0j3, where e0

is the width of an acceptable tube H'. Build F; = Bdy CxH([i—e, i+e]xSx), i= ± 1,

which is a Jordan loop enclosing the corresponding figure eight. Let

F" = H{i-ei} x [-2e, e]   and   F/ = Clos F,\F(".

Both are to be oriented counterclockwise. Next, build

F3 = H[— 1 +e, +1 — e] x{e},   oriented westerly,

F2 = H[—l, +l]x{0},    oriented westerly,

Fi = TTfgraphofx = e(3-e + t)j(e-2), -1 è t ^ +l-e],   easterly,

F4 = TT[graphofx = e(3-e-/)/(e-2), -1+eS/S +1],   easterly.

The curve Fx u E'+x u F3 u E'-x u F4 u g+x[e, 2tt] u F2 supports a parametriza-

tion d-x, under which it becomes a positive detour of [d*x]=g.x[2iT—e, 2tt\. This

is, obviously, not a simple detour. Rather, it has three self intersections. However,

temporarily introducing the short connecting piece F+1 = 7T[1, l+e]x{x'x — 2e},

(remember that the parameter of the right loop runs southward on r= + l!),

oriented to pass from E'+x to [g+x], it is clear that d_x is the product of two simple

positive detours, the second detouring F+1. Likewise, the curve F2 u g-X[0, 2TT—e\

u Fx U E'+x u F3 u E'-i u F4 = [í7+1] is a positive compound, detouring [dfx]

=g+x[0, e]. The pretzel shaped curve

F = F4 u g+x[e, 2tt] u F2 u g_x[0, 2Tr-e] u Fx u E'+x u F3 u £lx

has TWN=0, with three nodes, and carries both [J¡gj], i= ± 1.

Case TWN> 1. Each loop has the shape somewhat like that of an embedded

snail. In the application, each g¡ will have been prepared as in the part on chaining a

precanonical loop of §7. To ease the description, assume for once, that the corners

of the chaining detours nearest the starting point have not been smoothed. .The

construction here is a direct continuation of the chaining construction. Therefore

it shall be assumed that chaining has been performed with width parameter ej2,

where e is suitable for H.

Examining the source squares Di=[ — e, +e]x [i—e, i+e], i= ± 1, it happens

that the minorah shaped, oriented one-complexes in the source :

xVi = H-i(Hnin[gi])nni,       i= ±1,

are symmetrical under the central reflection (t, x) -*■ ( — t, —x). Recall that the node

of [gi] occur at the points TT(i, kie'), i= ± 1, k = l, 2,..., n, e' = ej2(n + l). OnT.j

mark the points F0 = (-1,0), Fj = (-1, (« + l)e'), P2k = (-l+ke',(n+l-k)e'),

and P2k+x = (—l+ke',(n + l+k)e'), k=\, 2,..., n. This peculiar indexing is so

chosen that g-x runs through the sequence 77F0, HPX, HP2,..., in that order.

Mark 2(« + l) further points gi in D-i according to the prescription

Ordinate Q}■ = -!+(«+ l)e',       Abscissa Q, = Abscissa Fy.
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The //-image of the simple polygon PjQjQ*+xPj+i is denoted by F,, where Q*

is centrally symmetric with Q. These paths are oriented according to the rule:

Fodd is directed westward, Feven is directed eastward. The oddly indexed poly-

gons are "parallel" and so, mutually disjoint. So are the evenly indexed ones,

except for F0, which intersects each Feven exactly once. No Fodd meets an Feven. The

points {HP,} decompose [g-x] into simple, disjoint arcs. Denote the arc from HP¡

to HPj+x by the symbol G;.

Assign the superscript • also to the //-images of objects obtained under the

central reflection in the source. Observe that [g-X] is the ordered union of the arcs

Gj, and [g+x]=[Jj Gf. Consider the following simple positive detours:

[dk] = F2k u G2t+1 u F2k+1   detouring [d£] = G2k,

[dk] = F2k_x u G2fc_! u F2k   detouring [3¿] = Gfk.

The piecewise normal loop

F0 u Gf u Fx u Gx u- • -u F2j u G2* + 1 u F2i+X u G2i+X u- • -u G2n+1

carries both [(rfo + ^H-l-*4)áf-i] and [(d0 + 3x-\-r-dn)g+1]. This inter-

mediate loop is also canonical.

9. Assembly of the proof. Let g¡, i= ± 1, be two ^-regular immersions of the

circle in the plane.

(1) The work in the foregoing section was done on two separated loops. The first

step is to obtain a separation of images. Let the target plane be coordinatized by the

complex parameter w, write R2(w). Choose a point w0, with imaginary part suffi-

ciently less than min {Im w \ w on [g-x] u [g+i]}» to insure that the set [g-x]

u [g+x] subtends an arc of less than 45° from w0. Let another plane have complex

parameter z. Consider the function F: R2(z) -*- R2(w) : F(z) = w0 + z2. LetF+ be the

open half plane in the target given by Im w> Im w0. Let the first and third quad-

rants in the source be given as

Qi = lz\ (l+i)^ < argz < (2+i) j i = ± 1 }•

Then Fi = F\Qi is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of Qt onto F + . Thus,

f=Ff1°gi, i= ± 1, are two separated regular loops in R2(z). Without loss of

generality, assume TWN(g¡)^0.

Notational convention. The following notational convention will hold until

step (7). Let R2(z) be just F2,/_ 1 be just/, and f+ x is written/ The bar over a letter

shall serve to indicate the analogous object for the third quadrant, that has been

constructed in the first under the name ofthat letter. Thus Q=Q-X and Q = Q+X-

(2) From Proposition 1, there is a positive monotopy G off, so that/ = G/ is

normal. (Analogously, there is a G with Gf=fx normal. This sort of explicit

remark for the third quadrant will generally be dispensed with.) The width e for
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both G and G, and for all subsequent tubular neighborhoods must be chosen

sufficiently small for any construction to remain in the appropriate quadrant.

(3) Pick an orientation preserving reparametrization /2(x) =fx(r{x)), r'>0, so

that/2 starts outside. Moreover, make certain that the starting points/2(0) and/2(0),

are not centrally opposite, so that they lie in the same open half plane, call it Q0.

(4) By Proposition 5, there is a mixed sum of simple detours, so that/3 =

(Il+91 + S3)/2 is canonical. It was seen in the third case of §8, that for TWN > 1, the

chaining detours S3 were correlated to the tube 77. So for this case, it is well to

construct first the bridge « and the tube 77, for the two separated precanonical

loops (U + 9l)/2 and (U+9ï)/2. The image [77] must stay away from the singularity

of F (at the origin), to insure that F ° h still be an immersion. If [h] is so chosen

as to remain in the open half plane Q0, and the width of 7T is sufficiently small, all

this will be accomplished.

(5) According to §8, there is a positive compound 1>, such that/4 = $)/3 differs

from the corresponding/4=®/3 only by a reparametrization of [/4] = [/4].

Remark. At this point in the process all auxiliary constructions have been

made. The care that has been lavished on keeping track of the parametrization

while building the detours has served its purpose. Provided one keeps the proper

names of the nodes, subarcs, detours etc. for easier reference, no ambiguity is

introduced in assuming that in (5)/4=/4, and that there are (appropriately re-

parametrized) detours such that

(t) 3>(U+ « + «)/! ="S>(Ü + 8 + 8)./i.

(6) The situation now becomes somewhat different for each of the three cases of

§8. The goal is to rewrite (f) as

(*) (3» + &Wi = W + 3!*f)/i =/o

so that all detours shown in (*) are positive.

Case TWN=\. Here (U + 91)/ is already canonical. The detour 1) consists in

a single positive simple detour, call it /», here, which is supported so close to N0 that

the sum (U + 91+/») is permissible. Moreover [/»] occupies all of [(Ü+$)/], except

of course, for [/»*] near N0. Hence [/>]=> [3] for every detour 3 in ÏI+91. In par-

ticular, if Jis negative, 3* is a positive detour of p. So the positive compound 3*p

is a positive detour of/. Splitting 0+91 = 9? +501, with 9Î negative and 9JI positive,

the detour 9l*/» is a positive detour of/. It follows that

(U + St + 9>/>)/i =(91+/»)/.

The analogous argument leads to equation (*), setting p = 93 here.

Case TWN = 0. Here (11 + 91)/ is canonical, and by the remark above, one may

as well assume that both N0 and N0 are positive starting points. The compound ®

here, consists in the product /»=/»"/»', of simple positive detours. Recall that /»',

supported near N0, proceeds through the tube sheathing h, to the third quadrant
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covering some of (Ü+2T)/, and the little piece F+1 near the only node. Then p",

detouring B+x, covers the remainder (except for the small piece near yV0), returns

through the tunnel to the first quadrant and runs clear around (U + 21)/ without

intersecting it. If J belongs to 9Î, its support is not near the last remaining node, nor

near the starting point. Thus [3] belongs either to [/»'] or to [/»"]. In short, 3*p is a

permissible positive product detour of/. As in the previous case, write $=/»"/»',

and equation (*) follows.

Case TWN> 1. Please refer to the notation of §8. Let ® be written as %=p"0 +

• • • +p"n, where [pk*] = G2k and [p"k] = F2k u Gfk+X u F2lc+1. If 93=/»i + • • • +p'n is

the rechaining compound, so renumbered that [p'n] n G0 is the first node of

(11+21 + 23)/ encountered, and [p[] n G2n is the last, then [p"k*]^[p'k], and

PkPk —Pk, /c= 1, 2,...,«, is a legitimate positive product detour of/. If 3 e 9?, then

[3] is not near the starting point of/, and so is contained in some G^d. Therefore

3* is a positive detour of some pk, k=0, 1,..., « (set p0 =/>!!)• Let $=/»0+ • • ■ +/»„

and let 5R*$ be the sum of all appropriately formed products, such that

(U + 2I + 9c*^)/ = (Wl + y)fx

holds.

Explicitly, a typical summand of 9Î*$ has the form

(23*Mp'«
summing over all those 3 in ^ with [3]<=G2k+1- The analogous argument again

leads to the equation (*).

(7) Recalling Proposition 3, the modified monotopy (9Jl + 9i*9ß)G takes/to/0

and ($Dr. + 9î*$)G takes /to f0. Reverting to the original notation of this section,

write these two monotopies as Kt : /~/0, z'= ± 1. By the second part of Proposition

3, the two monotopies combine to the folded monotopy K: [—1, +I]x5'^-Ä2

from/_! to/+1 with the single fold/0. It then follows that the composition G

= Fo Fis the required fold-monotopy from g-x to g+1.

(8) Finally, letg¡, z'= ± 1, be separated loops. Denote by A the annulus [— 1, +1]

xS1. The assumption that there necessarily exists a monotopy (without folds!)

from g-x to g+1 leads quickly to a contradiction. For, assume on the contrary,

that G:A-^-R2 is an immersion with G(i, x)=gt(x). Then G (Bdy A) = [g-x]

u [#+i]> and this union is not connected. The image G(A), on the other hand, is

bounded and connected, and therefore F» = Bdy CXG(A) is connected. Because the

gt are located in each others unbounded complementary components, there is a

point F on Z>\G(Bdy A). Let P' be in G~1(P) n Int A. Since G is an immersion, it is

a local diffeomorphism at each point of Int A. Hence F is in the interior of the

image of G, and not on its boundary, which contradicts the choice of F.

This completes the proof of the Folded Ribbon Theorem for plane immersions

of the circle.
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